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This note was purchased from a paper money dealer at a
Memphis International Paper Money Show many years ago as
Friedberg 1374, a fairly common but desirable Lincoln type
note. In reality, the specimen is Milton 4R50.1d, a scarcity
with brown seal, further enhanced by lustrous, pronounced
fibers atypical of this issue.
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Fractional Currency Collectors Use Two Catalog Numbers
Both Named for a Friedberg, Differ in Approach & Origin

By Fred Reed

C OLLECTORS OF U.S. POSTAGE & FRACTIONAL
Currency often employ two different catalog numbering

systems to describe items in their collections. Both systems
were invented by illustrious catalogers with similar names, in
fact the same surname FRIEDBERG, and this may confuse
"outsiders" who don't share specialists' rapt interest.

Paper money collectors in general are very familiar with
Friedberg numbers, the system identifying all federally issued
U.S. currency, which has appeared in Paper Money of the United
States, one of the standards of our hobby. That volume, pub-
lished by Coin and Currency Institute, has gone through
numerous editions since originally penned by New York coin
dealer Robert Friedberg in 1953. Notes were numbered
sequentially from the first Demand Notes of the Civil War to
the largest denominations of small size Federal Reserve Notes
being issued today.

Friedberg's opus is cur-
rently still in print in its 16th
edition, of course, revised
since Friedberg's death by
his sons Ira and Arthur.
Over the years, the book has
become just what Robert
Friedberg intended it to be -
- a standard reference in our
hobby. Friedberg numbers
have largely withstood more
recent approachs by other
modern catalogers just like
Art Friedberg predicted to
this writer in the late '70s,
when the sale of his dad's
Brasher doubloon brought a world record coin price, "just
because we own the numbers."

However, when Milton R. Friedberg (no relation) began
assembling his large reference collection of fractionals, he
noticed many items which did not match published catalog
descriptions so he was forced to expand his personal cataloging
system to accommodate these varieties and oddities. Out of
Milt's personal collecting system grew the idea for a definitive
listing of these small notes.

Fortunately for the hobby, Milt found champions for the
project in Herb Melnick and Doug Ball of Numismatic
Service Corporation of America (NASCA), the leading U.S.
obsolete currency purveyor of the 1970s. NASCA underwrote
publication of Milt's catalog: thus a new book was born Milt's
The Encyclopedia of United States Fractional & Postal Currency
(1978). The work has now gone through five editions, but the
1st ed. was edited, laid out, and printed by Amos Press, parent
company of Coin World, which I served then as News Editor.

Milt's new work took 150+ pages to list fractionals com-
prehensively, whereas Paper Money of the United States devoted
less than a dozen pages to the series. PMUS listed about 150
types and varieties; Milt listed more than 1,200. PMUS had
photos of a basic type set of notes; the new work had more
than 500 illustrations! Milt also provided a great deal of rarity

and pricing information based on census and auction data. He
thoroughly updated the pioneering fractional works of
Valentine, Limpert, Raymond, Rothert and others.

Obviously Milt's approach was revolutionary. However,
Robert Friedberg's numbers were already so well established
in the hobby that Milt Friedberg faced a dilemma with his new
system. If he called his cataloging system Friedberg numbers,
he was inviting confusion and trouble. So ever the pragmatist,
Milt called his taxonomy "Milton Numbers." His numbers
were comprised of 5-6 descriptive alpha-numeric entries:

(A) the issue (their are five issues of PC and FC)
(B) the type of note (regular issue, proof, specimen, die

proof, essay, artist's design, counterfeit)
(C) the denomination (3-, 5-, 10-, 15-, 25- or 50-cents)
(D) the engraved surface (if other than a regular note; i.e.

face or reverse [back])
(E) the major group
(F) the sub-variety
Thus a note that might

appear in a dealer's listing as
Friedberg 1374 (the Lincoln 50-
center) took on the specialist's
label in Milt's comprehensive sys-
tem for this field as 4R50.1a-d
(for Fourth Issue, Regular note,
50e, and sub-variety based on
paper composition and fibers).
Specialists use these Milton num-
bers almost exclusively, although
I've heard novices -- myself
included -- try to call them
Friedbergs.

I mentioned earlier that Milt's book was printed in
Sidney, Ohio, at Amos Press, where NASCA's ad rep Jeff
Williams was project coordinator for the work. Jeff recruited
me to the project while I was on the Coin World staff. I can't
pretend I contributed much to this pioneering effort, other
than spelling, consistency, grammar and style.

Heck, I was really not much more than a glorified proof
reader, however, when the books came off the press and
bindery, Milt -- a fellow Buckeye -- and Herb Melnick joined
Jeff and me for a brief ceremony at Coin World's offices mark-
ing the occasion. Milt graciously signed a copy to me "with
thanks for your help," which I still treasure in my library. I
also have a picture of the occasion somewhere in my archives,
that I wish I could have located to illustrate this story.

I'm sure it will turn up someday. When it does it will be
worth publishing in these pages as a milestone event in the
evolution of paper money collecting. In the meantime, I can
echo Benny Bolin's sentiments on a longtime friendship with a
truly remarkable and major contributor to this hobby. I never
met Robert Friedberg, but I've known Milt for a long time
now. Milt helped me with my encased stamp book, and to me
my Milton-numbered notes will always be the "other"
Friedbergs.

The author is a 18-year member (#55) of FCCB.
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